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â€œWild and wolfyâ€¦â€•â€œDelicious. I loved this insanely naive half human!â€¦ Too fun.â€•Sarah is a

half-breed wolf shifter in heat- who can't shift or be part of a pack, both of which she wants more

than anything. Her best friend Amber is a witch who wants to help. The ritual Amber sends Sarah to

do alone inside the fairy ring, at midnight, during the full moon, is supposed to take care of Sarah's

needs, finding her a mate. There's only one problem- she's missing a key ingredient.Alpha-wolf

Cullen is out for a midnight run when he scents Sarah, and what he sees inside the fairy ring will

change both of their lives forever.A quick, hot, romantic wolf-shifter short story. No cliffhangers.Click

on the cover above to 'Look Inside,' sign up to my mailing list, and grab another

not-quite-so-short-story, on me!
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Sarah was a shifter unable to shift. She is aided by her friend who s a witch. Her friend gave her a

ritual to do n the fairy ring in the forest. The only thing she didn't have for the ritual was a werewolf



pre-cum so then she would shift. Meanwhile Cullen was running in the forest on his birthday since

his friend told him that they left him a present in the forest. He starts to smell the scent of her heat

and then realizes she is his life mate.He comes out of the forest to see a human dancing around a

small fire....and to find out what happens...... I highly recommend this book.This is my first book by

this author I will be putting her in my author to read.

Quick Reading with her wolf wishes that comes true with a little help from her friend. Just wished it

was longer reading so it had more build-up and background for the characters. SOOOO for a really

quick read when your time is limited this will be a great

quickie!Ã°ÂŸÂ“Â–Ã°ÂŸÂ•Â·Ã°ÂŸÂ’Â‘Ã°ÂŸÂ’ÂŸÃ°ÂŸÂ˜Â•

I loved this insanely naive half human! The things she went through to try to be a whole wolf was too

fun.

I love Jamie Klaire books. They are hot, sexy, sexy stories of finding your true mate. The way the

characters interact with family, friends & other people who come into lives is important to the plot &

stories

Just like a shot of espresso, this short story will give you a quick fix of hot and steamy shifters!

Strictly for the mature minded, this is definitely not for the innocent. Resolving a half breed's inability

to shift could not have been more entertaining!

I apologize for not getting back to reviewing this book sooner. I have forgotten much of the detail of

the story, but I did like it. It is an easy read and good, too. I would recommend it.

Would have liked this story to be longer. I hope the author will expand this story. I like to get more

involved with my reading. This was OK not memorable.

For such a short story it was cute and funny! It also shows the power of belief as long as your willing

to do what it takes!
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